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Jovan Tasić

The hopeless
walks again

HOPELESS WALK AGAIN

Prim Dr. Ivo Komljenović, head physician
Fifteen years ago my patients often asked me if they should contact
herb sellers, bioenergetics, various witch doctors. As I wanted to give
them an honest answer I tried to visit and meet as many as possible people
dealing with this methods. Each time when I met them I felt as I am on
some opposite side and probably we were. But when I met Dr. Tasić, after
first contact I felt that we are on the same side. His intention is that he never
separates methods, that all are common, that they are complementary and
supplementary. It impressed me. I talked to him wanting to know how
he can help my patients. I deal with hemodialyses i.e. the phase when
patients are left no kidney and when they depend on hemodialyses.

His results with these patients are a real miracle
Results equal to a miracle
About the work of Jovan Tasić the words of head physician prim. dr. Ivo
Komljenovic, speak best: “Talking to doctor Tasić I realised that I am
“on the same side of the table” with someone who deals with traditional
methods of treatment. His work is supported by official medical science
and I can say that the results, dr. Tasić achieved in polycytosis and followed
by us at our ward, are equal to a miracle”...
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Ever since there were the reports about “specially gifted
individuals that make a contact with their surroundings, even can affect
it by direct power of their thoughts”. The cause of these phenomenons
should be still unknown kind of energy.For centuries, the individuals or
the whole communities of different cultures and civilizations developed
and transferred the methods of curing, widening the understanding of the
possibilities of human consciousness, researching miracle function of
human organism to achieve happiness and health.
There are many theories of vital energy flow within human body.
The fact is that the energy within the body is continuously transformed but
it would be wrong to identify the vital energy with breathing, circulation
of the blood or nervous system.

The vital energy as the transformation of the cosmic energy is above
all physiological function in the organism because without it they could
not take place. Although we are not used to observe man and its personality
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in the sense of energy, we have to know that while it flows within human
body freely it keeps body healthy, its undisturbed flow through human
organism is important for man’s health.
Knowing that human organism is the biggest pharmacy, supplying
with the cosmic energy defensive mechanism wakes up (that universal
doctor in human organism) to make the medicine for the sick body.
If we exclude any possibility of the energies known to us, those
we feel and experience as our five classical senses, we speak about the
phenomenon that up to now no science discipline has managed to explain
with known laws of physics.
That phenomenon exists!!!
But the science is helpless for now to explain its nature, to overrule
and use it.
Traditional forms of curing used in numerous therapy
techniques (bioenergy, shiatsu, acupressure, chiropractics,
phytotheraphy, acupuncture) justified the need of their application,
and as such World Health Organization (“WHO”) have recognized
them since 1976. Therefore, the increasing influence and reputation of the
new approach to human health, whose milestone is in energetic concept of
medical science is officially admitted. This approach covers a wide range
of actions, as the preventive or curing and within what the significant role
and recognition belongs to biotherapy or healing.
Biotherapy – psychoenergytheraphy in cooperation with classical forms
of rehabilitation removes numerous diseases and health problems.
A man who wants to be healthy, to “take care” of his health can
make it only by turning towards a man and nature, if he opens his
heart to life and love. Such positive attitude is a necessary part of the
methods of helping the sick and energetically unbalanced organism
respectively.
Bioenergy treatment is establishing the energetic balance of human
organism. It is found that bioenergy directing and that energy affects the
organism so that it creates extremely therapeutic effect.
Energy induced in a process of curing is accomplished on physical
level through all energetic centres. These centres are the primary spots for
biotherapy effect.
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They are placed along the spine and by stimulating their activities
we can influe nce the energy body.
The connection of psychological and physiological functions creates
the conditions for bioenergy effect that is specifically directed on therapist
thoughts.

Healer or biotherapist uses unlimited possibilities of the creative
thoughts and thereby makes the perfect transformation of the energy
into healing form.
It is at the same time the life reason, condition and the only
possibility of human existence and performance. When we speak about
energy structure of human organism it is understood his psycho world, the
conciseness form that defines it.
Extra or lack of bioenergy violates the harmony of energy body
and creates the preconditions for disease occurrence.
The stories about excess bioenergy, warmness in hands and
invincible need to transfer such excess to a sick person introduced
many delusions and also monopolized one of the more valuable hand
methods.
Namely, each organism if healthy and balanced respectively
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has no lack or excess of bioenergy but so much as it is necessary for
living.
One healer (biotherapist) at the moment of curing gives nothing
of his own – he is only the transmitter of the cosmic or God energy
that he directs to the sick organism.

Body as energy structure is in a constant interaction with its
surrounding. We are all sensitive and receptive on the forces and energy
that surround us.
The whole our physical, meditative and sensitive body is constantly
supplied with vital energy without what the survival is impossible. This
energy charging is from the earth and universe the flow of this (invisible)
energy enables the life on this planet. When we stand our vertical position
enables the earth and cosmic energy a dynamic flowing. All universe
forces including the power of human consciousness are the transformation
of cosmic energy.
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Prof.dr Tadija Erakovic,University of Sombor
The name of dr. Tasić become known over the borders of our country.
He is a humanist, quiet, calm, emotionally strong, well intentioned,
humane and besides all-powerful.
What his power is no one can explain for sure as we know nothing
about it. It is known only to the people he helped and there are many of
them.
The science he studies is not quite familiar to our contemporary
science and probably never will be.
In the contemporary science we know that we can confirm, prove
realistically or register it chemically. What dr. Tasić does is very hard to
be registered but the results can be registered. That science he is occupied
with, we call, bioenergy, helps many people.
Dr. Tasić and his healing capabilities should be differentiated from
many others that pose as such or they want to imitate him.
Wisdom, kindness, strength, power, results cannot be imitated.
Imitation is impossible where the results are successful and real. No one
can imitate Jesus Christ who was mighty, strong healer.
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The east cultures, the east civilizations were not familiar with
modern achievements in medical science but they were living and curing.
How bioenergy is a power we don’t know but it works.
Today, probably with divine gift Jovan Tasić, as probably many
others, has such abilities to help people.
Why me to talk about Dr Tasić and write a review for this book? The
reason is that my institution where I spent many years with children from
«Children Village» in Sremska Kamenica knows best for power, humanity
and results of Dr Tasić. My little children came to him and cured from
enuresis nocturna. There were about twenty of them with this problem and
all of them thanking to this healer today wake up happy in dry bed.
The books «I healed the hopeless» and «Hopeless walk again» are
having these titles rightfully as the results that Dr Tasić achieved are
authentic and backed up with medical documenation. Therefore these
books are rightfully treated as documents.
Logically the book “Hopeless walk again” follows that comprises
and represents the results of new patents treatments.
Miracle, supernatural power. Energy that radiates and cures restoring
the health, tranquility and spiritual peace, happiness …….
The sick and then the cured say always the same: “It helped us…..”
With many reasons they called it – the last hope oasis.
From disputing to the warmest words of gratitude, bio energetic
keep helping the sick governed sometimes by metaphoric words of their
patients about the health as the greatest fortune but clearly pointing out
that what radiates from them has the only one aim: to help everyone.
This book, however, may only be added to the long line of people
with supernatural energy but we courageously assert that it is more than
that.
Bio energetic Jovan Tasić, doctor of traditional medicine helped so
many people that they would with their stories write thousands of pages.
The moving, frank confessions about the diseases and the results he gained
in his curing and healing.
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During last years, a real flood of bio energetic, parapsychology,
astrology, magic as well as ancient ability of people to find the vital fluids
in herbs happened.
So we got “modern prophets, magicians, witch doctors of all sorts,
healers” with plumb lines, radioestesia who without medical tests and
verification of their capabilities from the competent authorities manipulate
and delude the sick, naïve and helpless people. Without any medical
knowledge we got many quasi bio energetic, anti sellers of herbs, prophets
and witch doctors, black and white magus that try to act out the gods and
lords of life and death.
Few of them are real! The nature is not so generous to give that gift
to many of them. However few are the Nikola Tesla,Picasso,Mozzart,Ge
the…..
Many of them found here, still not controlled place, convenient for
fraud, ideal possibility for fast gain of profit.
Most of them, with the guarantee of curing the cancer, epilepsy,
paralise … take money from the naïve people, pay the advertisements in
newspaper and write books and leaflets,
Bioenergy is the science of future, science of past and science of
present. Orthodox medicine is the science that studies men health, studying
it now as well as in future.
Bioenergy with other forms of traditional medicine (chiropractic,
shiatsu-acupressure, acupuncture, phytotheraphy) and with inevitable
cooperation and control of orthodox medicine can gain the extraordinary
results with disease, where other forms of treatment failed. Patients that
ask for help usually have exhausted all possibilities of medical and other
forms of treatment. It is important that such patients that undergo the
treatments and bioenergy stay in contact with a doctor and his health
organization. A doctor really dedicated to his profession almost agrees
with many traditional methods of treatment, as he cannot anyway help his
patient. The approach especially to his reacquisition is very complex and
complicated.
Only one form of treatment, even as bioenergy often is not sufficient
in order to help the patient in complete.
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The better condition and healing by bioenergy should be checked
and registered in the cases where it is possible. The use of medicaments
that are not excluded during biotherapy after obtained results, should
be reduced or stopped professionally and under the strict control of a
doctor who prescribed it. Medical consultation of the successful results
of bioenergy treatment is important with diseases that need further
rehabilitation. The examples of these are diseases such as: paraplegia,
quadriplegia, cerebral paralysis, retardation, psychomotor, hemipharesis,
diskopathia, discushernia, lumboisialgia.
Other diseases need obligatory the check before and after bioenergy
therapy, such as ultrasound, EEG, audiometer, ophtamology, magnetic
resonance……
More and more doctors of orthodox medicine confirm by their
medical findings from different specialties, the results gained by bioenergy
of Dr Tasić.
Quite a few are those who wanting to help their seriously sick
patients, previously exhausting all methods recommend and bring their
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patients at Dr Tasić.
The ordination of Dr Tasić, with address Novi Sad strit Branka
Copica 1, is always crowded. At present hundreds of the sick wait to be
treated as unfortunately it is impossible to treat them all at the same time.
Some of them are waiting several months in order to come for the last
hope at Dr Tasić.
The working hour often ends late at night as it should be the
understanding for seriously sick and unfortunate patients. He works even
eleven hours a day what needs an enormous effort and unselfish giving
to those people. Unfortunately, children are mostly treated. The most are
having cerebral paralysis, epilepsy, loss of sight and hearing, diabetes. In
Dr Tasić therapy the special place is engaged for children – they are on the
first place. While they sit and wait for therapy they get candies and toys so
the fear of curing is disappearing.
Through Dr Tasić ordination many people have passed, people of
different profiles, professions, age, from professors, doctors, famous
people from public life, sportsmen to ordinary workmen, farmers, the
dearest to Dr Tasić as he used to say as they usually were deprived the
health care in some higher, special institutions and abroad.
The individual register is kept for each patient, where every patient
fills in the card where the result is being recorded during and after bioenergy
treatment. The medical documentation and the copies of medical findings
are duly filed and achieved before and after bioenergy treatment.
Dr Tasić gave and gives unselfish help to the sportsmen of Sport Club
“Vojvodina”. He has long and very successful and recognized cooperation
with them. The door of Dr Tasić ordination is opened for other clubs as it is
necessary. All top clubs and sportsmen worldwide have parapsychologists
as it is not sufficient for a sportsman to be only physically prepared and in
good shape in order to achieve top results. He should be in psycho energy
balance as well.
In Dr Tasić card catalogue there are hundreds of those who confirm
by themselves or by medical findings the results of healing. The first and
for now the only documentary film in the area of bioenergy “The waltz
of hope” was made by one of the most famous directors of documentary
films MILAN BELEGIŠANIN.
In his film it is recorded the faith of sick and hopeless patients
among who is RADMILA MILOŠAVLJEVIĆ from Male Ivanče, in the
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vicinity of Belgrade, who after fifteen years of hard walking and a year of
immobility danced her WALTZ OF HOPE WITH HER SAVOR. The
first meeting with Dr Tasić and the reasons why he made this film Mr.
Belegišanin says:

What Dr Tasić does is, in my opinion, on some edge of the razor. For
the first time I was present at something concretely when we speak about
his treatments.
Tasić’s greatness is that he gives hope to people. Of course he is not
always in position to help everyone. However, people who had danced
their “waltzes” visited him. Concurrence of events gave me an opportunity
to meet different witch doctors, healers, and bio energetic … Why I say
that what Dr Tasić does in at “the edge of a razor”? Each man creates
his own destiny, spiritual and material on people’s trouble and it always
returns to him sooner or later. The God will never forgive someone that he
earned on someone’s trouble.
Jovan Tasić is rare one that I watch what he does in detail. He helped
even me when I had troubles with sinus. It is terrible feeling when you
enter into several square meters and you see such accumulation of human
disaster. Where Dr Tasić has worked, in his ordinations the accumulation
of disaster, diseases is to such extent that when someone leaves it, when
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he dances the waltz, man realizes how much hope there is for many
diseases.
The film “The Waltz of hope” is not so about Dr Tasić as it is about
human misfortune and disaster, about a nice providence. It is good that
such people exist and if only made the amalgam of those who have success
in this area.
What bio energetic really do is in fact the presence to some – secret.
I have seen also the situation when a woman age of sixty makes a “bridge”
such that the prefect student of physical education is not capable to do it.
With 30 cm from the floor where the top of the head “gravitates” a woman
stays in such position for a few minutes.

Here in our Center, i.e. “Center Dr. Tasić” in Novi Sad methods of
traditional medicine are practiced such as: shiatsu, acupressure chiropractic,
bioenergy, psycho-energy therapy, the most superior method in traditional
medicine, phytotheraphy, acupuncture. These methods in cooperation
with official medicine together with other methods give a complex curing
that helps a patient with curing and healing of fatal diseases for official
medicine such as; cancers, epilepsy, retardation, psychomotorics, cerebral
paralysis, diabetes, myoma, tumors, cyst, dioptry, hearing. That means
16
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where the official medicine has stopped, where there was no help, we
together with official medicine, that means with our methods give top
results and help those sick people.
What is exactly done? A healer, it means a man occupied with this,
doesn’t give anything of his own, he is only a transmitter of that cosmic
energy, Divine energy, that he brings to a sick organism in order to activate
the universal doctor within human organism, defense system, to make a
medicine for himself.
Every organism is sick because unbalance occurred due to irregular
relation to a life, nutrition, stresses to which we are unfortunately exposed
every day. They broke that system and made a condition for a disease.
That’s the reason why these methods work on the disease causes.
It means that methods of official medicine, medicament therapies,
operations, tumor removal are the secondary things where we don’t return
on the disease cause, it means that there is always the possibility of relapse.
Curing and healing with our methods are permanent. Why? Because by
bringing an organism in balance we have already made a precondition
for problem removal by itself, making a medicine for itself. It makes
the superiority of these methods and what is the most important is that it
could not harm.
For example talking about children it could be possible that the
unbalance happened during a pregnancy or delivery although there are
fait or karmic diseases where we cannot mostly effect, even curing by any
of methods cannot help much. But it is not up to us to make judgments
but to put my hands on a sick patient and let happen what should
happen. I won’t harm such patient that means I’ll help him. What is sad,
it is really a lot of children in this therapy. Children usually come with
cerebral paralysis, psychomotor retardation, epilepsy, diabetes, problems
with sight, blindness, i.e. undeveloped eye nerves. It exactly shows that
sometimes mistake can happen during a delivery. The problem can be
while mother is carrying her child, that certain genes are carried with her,
certain information that child receives. Unfortunately, children are born
with such damages.
Such children take our therapies and we start with curing. At the
very beginning such patients should be said that curing would last long,
systematically, nothing will happen in two, three days or five days.
Although there are cases where a child after twelve years of paralysis
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stands on its feet, makes few steps only after five, six days of the therapy.
But these are rear cases and they show that human mind, cannot rule over
life and death. Results are unpredictable.
We don’t admit a patient who doesn’t bring medical findings. Why?
Because our patients have certain chronic disease for years. That means that
they suffer from lumboisialgia, which causes in 80 % discus hernia; they
come with epilepsy lasting for about ten years, as we know that epilepsy is
incurable in official medicine. In fact when brain is in question, the whole
world science and we all are silent. Why? Because 7-14% of brain we
do know, use, and cure as well. Everything in front of us is the darkness.
Imagine, this is 14 cm and this is 1 m, look how much darkness is in front
of us. And we again go back to a brain what I don’t know better than a
neuropsychiater. I only ask for EEG, CT and I don’t analyze it, I don’t
read it, I only put my hands on that little head on that sick child and I want
to help. The results come. The organism is being brought in an energetic
balance; the information from brain comes completely to periphery centers

and returns. We often have problems with elephantiasis, which is so called
elephant legs, we have got problem even at stroke results when hand or
leg cannot be moved. That means the problem is that information goes
18
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to periphery centers but we haven’t got hand nerve-supply and it doesn’t
return. These therapies above all help that information from the center,
brain comes to periphery centers and return.
While make movements and I work I diagnose. My hands are Xray machine; I feel where damage occurred, excess of energy and where
unbalance is. I bring energy to the spot where it lacks, I bring the information
and it is difficult. The moment I work is one special state. It could not be
said that it is hypnosis or delirium but is special state in which I come
into easily and I can easily include in it. It is known that shamans i.e.
healers in the tribes in order to do this had to eat salt to activate salivary
glands that at the same time are aerials for cosmic energy. In order to
receive and activate that energy they would spit at patients, as that salt
was energetically full in order to heal the patient. I easily bring myself to
a state to be the receiver and transmitter respectively – to be between this
here and esotery. It is a special state – I can see and feel my surrounding
but in the first place is human organism that I see as an energetic ball and
I see its six energetic centers being on a body and the seventh one being
outside the body: at male above head, at female down towards ground.
So I start moving slowly along these centers and I see where unbalance
happened. Charging of these centers (whereby organ is irrelevant) and
bringing these centers into balance and then dedication to certain organs
that are damaged.
For example; when I treat diabetes, working on pancreas, I draw
it out I visualize it. Therefore it is necessary that man who deals with
traditional medicine is familiar with anatomy and human organism. It is
difficult to visualize, to draw it out if you don’t know how it looks like.
I draw it out energetically provoke it to start secreting insulin because in
80% of diabetes cases pancreas is healthy but blockade happened due to
wrong nutrition, overweight or stresses. It is blocked and cannot secret
insulin. At diabetes, every day we check glucose and as values of glucose
drop we exclude the synthetic insulin in order to avoid pancreas to become
lazy as it begins to secret its own insulin.
Speaking about kidneys the same situation is. The visualization
takes place at kidneys and all other organs. While bending a spine at
psychochinese, during the treatment of scoliosis e.g. spine is brought in
unnatural position as the patient bends completely. Here dematerialization
of spine happens, otherwise spine cracking would happen – it is taking out
19
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astral i.e. energetic part from another part of the body. Then I work on that
astral part. While I do this you don’t see me, you can only feel me – what
you see is only a body – used to place in our complete energetic part.
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Dr. Borislava Kovačević specialist for sport medicine:
We don’t know many things about the eastern medicine that means
bioenergy, acupuncture, acupressure and other medical branches that we
call alternative medicine. The first time when acupuncture showed it was a
sort of bugbear. We didn’t know what it was. When we studied it little and
researched the eastern medicine, acupuncture it was accepted by present
medicine. The same situation is with bioenergy. It is not studied enough.
If humans cannot see it if they cannot touch it then they do not believe in
that. Few of them only believe in it.
As I follow Dr. Tasić work for twelve years I explain it this way.
Bioenergetics ways are invisible, we believe and do things we can
see and we see blood, nerve and lymph etc. ways. They are tactile and we
can do something there and medicine science, that official orthodox one
deals with it. But bioenergy and bioenergetics ways are not visible and
that’s the reason why many people are skeptic here and they do not accept
it. Following his work for twelve years I realized that these are also the
21
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ways that help people in curing or disease occurrence. As for example if
the arteries are blocked we say that it is thromb. It means some blockage.
It is the same when in bioenergetics ways some blockage occurs or soma
stoppage that causes any disease or state. By removing it the disease or
state is brought back in a normal state.
Dr. Borislava Kovačević explains it as a person who has studied
medical science, as follows; Medicine studies came to a certain limit and
there is a full stop. But at Dr. Tasić it is not a full stop, there is a comma
and the following. Being familiar with his work and the medical findings
of many specialist and doctors of reputation in ex Yugoslavia and outside
Yugoslavia I am aware that medicine cannot help and that it is an end.
However at Dr. Tasić it is not an end, I realize that. Children have begun to
see, talk, walk. I’ll never forget little Raša from Gajdobra who has begun
to walk in front of me. And I know that curing from cerebral paralyses
and psychophysical development disorders are promising little practically
nothing could be done and it ends there.
We should get familiar with branches of eastern medicine that
means we should read, learn and ask. We should observe, compare with
official medicine – I do it like that – I compare what I have learnt and I
continue learning and reading. Our profession is like that that we should
keep learning and following with other branches and connecting that
with present orthodox medicine. All think that they are a sort of medical
charlatan, people that want to take money from someone’s trouble but I
would not agree with that. I admit that there are many of them but Dr.
Tasić works in Novi Sad long time and I follow his work for twelve years
and I think that he is an expert for bioenergy and a doctor in that field.
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Prim.Dr. Gordana Bojić, internist – cardiologist,spec.homeopatia
I am the cardiologist in official, classic, orthodox medicine
although I deal with homeopathy that I graduated. Therefore I am familiar
with classical medicine and many other regions of alternative branches of
medicine besides homeopathy.
That is the way I came into the ordination of Dr.Tasić, I was one of
the doctors very curious to see and learn what happens here. What I want
to say is that each phenomenon that is not explained sufficiently and each
one that is strange goes through some of three phases of acceptance: the
first “it’s impossible”; the second “Oh, there is something” and the third is
something like this “Oh, we knew it long time ago!”
If you ask me for the attitude of the official medicine, I think
that we, doctors are still somewhere in the first and second phase; “It’s
impossible!” or “There is something….” while our patients know the third
one for long as they tried out and feel the results of these branches of
23
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alternative medicine.
Namely, official medicine for now doesn’t show a cooperation
it should do and to reconcile the two medicines in some way, because
official medicine knows very little about energetics medicine because it
mostly deals with patient’s physical body and knows little about existing
human electromagnetic anatomy.
Dr. Tasić told you many things about it and I wouldn’t like to repeat.
I can only say that I am included in all this as a witness from orthodox
medicine side who can bear witness to everything that has happened in
this ordination for last ten years. During these ten years about ten thousand
patients went through this place and they can say much more than I might
be able.
I’m an associate for the last three, four years but many other doctors
are included especially in keeping the medical documentations what is
very important and is used as a sort of proof that it is so. That means
confirmation of the state before and after bioenergetics treatment with
all necessary information referring to laboratories and certain diagnostic
procedures needed for certain cases.
On the question “What are your impressions as a doctor?”, Dr.
Gordana Bojić says – “My impression is that it is high time that official,
orthodox medicine reconcile with alternative branches of medicine and to
realize that there are no different kinds of medicine but one medicine that
helps humans should be acceptable. Whereby, in my opinion, two things
are important: every man has right to decide how and what way he is
going to cure. Today as democratic society I think it is very important that
man has right to choose what he wants, from one side and from the other
side the most important principle is “not to harm” anyone.
You’ve heard Dr. Tasić as he said that he would not promise
anything, he always says: “we should try”. Unfortunately the patients
that come here, I have seen, are those who classical medicine in a sort of
way, described as hopeless and they lost their hope until they came to the
ordination of Dr. Tasić. There should be always a hope for something that
could be done to help someone.
Here are very difficult cases, above all neurology ones. This is
not a field I’m dealing with – as you know I’m an internist – cardiologist.
However my task is as the member of medical council, to see practically
all branches of medicine and as on internist I can say that the hardest
24
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damages are neurology ones, neurology damages then disorders in the
development on neurology level where classical medicine has excellent
diagnostics but in therapeutic sense it offers completely nothing.
Here with his gold hands or as he says “Divine gift”, Dr Tasić can
help a lot.
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Nenad Fajka
Age of 15, Veternik, Novi Sad
MIRACLE WORKER FROM FAIRY TALE
If there is happiness in life then Nenad Fajka and his grandmother
feel it most. Nenad is one of Dr Tasić’s patient mentioned mostly. Paralyzed
from his birth and immobile, this twelve years old boy was chained to
wheelchair. They looked everywhere, for him as well as for thousands of
others, the medicine. The doctors only shook their heads.
But let Nenad’s grandmother Marija talk about these horrible, hard
days.
• It is happiness, oh man, unlimited happiness. My Nenad couldn’t
walk to his twelve. And then as from a fairy tale Dr Tasić appeared….
Only two therapies were needed and Nenad stood on his feet and walked.
Miracle! Impossible! It should seem like that but everything is possible.
The family Fajka looked for a medicine all over Europe. He was
operated four times. They traveled to Budapest, went to their first-class
doctors. Without success. Little boy couldn’t stand on his feet. Only
wheelchair and inevitable support. And grief in grandmother’s heart.
• When he made several steps I jumped from happiness and rushed
into Dr Tasić arms. Almost after two weeks he made even ten steps. Can
you imagine what it meant for Nenad, for all of us? If you could get inside
26
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me to see my pulse beating from the happiness. It is hard to explain my
happiness, as it is unlimited.
He stood, Nenad Fajka former dependant on wheelchair and support,
he couldn’t even stand.
• Now my grandson is a pupil. He goes to school. He is an excellent
student. He is happy, very happy that he can walk. We went on therapy
regularly –adds grandmother Marija – I can never thank Dr Jovan Tasić.
The official medicine science “has given up” on Nenad Fajka, as on
many similar occasions. The boy was operated four times. If it weren’t
done his healing would be faster with help of Dr Tasić therapy.
• When we came to Dr Tasić first time, Nenad “walked” with
orthopedic appliances. He feels good now. On every occasion, at every
place I talk about the power of Dr Tasić. He healed many people and I am
very happy that my grandson is among them – points out Marija Fajka.
It is March 1996 now, Nenad walks alone and rides bicycle for ten
kilometers every day. Today Nenad watches TV, he is interested in sports,
and he goes to school.
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Father – from our point of view- Power given by nature
Power that our father posses is often strange to us. How is it
possible? We often asked ourselves and thought about it. We concluded
the following: each seed that is sown – sprouts. Through life experience,
even in youth a wish for something that was given by Mother Nature
awakes.
As Nikola Tesla was talented scientist and inventor so the power of
bio energy was initiated at our father. Long time ago, as we construe the
Mother Nature gave him a gift to help people. We think that it was the
very start of the path that leads to the goal of healing many sick people.
We do not want people to consider us differently than other children,
as we are – common children. That we are children of a man who, with
help of his internal abilities achieved everything he works on and for
his humane characteristics his name is a symbol for healing and help, it
doesn’t mean that we are “famous children”. We are only his - son and
daughter.
People come to our father every day for their last hope. It is nice
feeling that our father helps sick people…
Irena, Dejan and Aleksandar Tasić
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SEVEN PSYCHIC CENTRES
As the Earth keeps turning, energy from the Earth and Universe
(Cosmos) doesn’t enter straight into human body but it enters in spiral
line. Within organism these two energies pass along central channel and at
certain points they cross. Interference of these forces creates qualitatively
new energy – that radiates towards outside world. In the book “Tibet
mystic” Anagorica Gorinde explains: seven psychic centers.

These centers connected with primary channel represent the basic
structure and dimension of the Universe, from the state of the highest
density and materiality to the state of nonmaterial multidimensional
diffusion”.
Seven centers of psychic body reflect the dynamic structure of the
Universe that is in constant movement, development and transformation.
Symbolically they are represented by different geometric figures pointing
out in human the centers of crossing two by nature different forces.
These centers represent the degrees of vital energy transformation in
its continuous movement: from rough material state to subtle – nonmaterial
state, from the subconsciousness to enlighten consciousness.
“Chacras” are often mentioned when energetic concept that origins
from the Far East tradition, is considered.
About chacra it is spoken in many ancient documents preserved
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up to now. These texts are not identical in their construing of chacra,
as descriptions depend mostly on the level of spiritual experience of
individual authors. The term chacra is usually translated as the energetic
center, although originally it is about the centers of psychic energies within
human body. The attributes given to chacra should not be taken exclusively
and literally. In recent time the duplicates of those psychic centers are
searched in relation to physiological function in organism. However,
endocrine gland and plexus should not be identified. If we want to speak
about physiological duplicates of psychic centers it is important to adopt
the attitude, anyway unknown to our understanding that the consciousness
center is not exclusively in brain. According to the concept of seven
psychic centers, brain consciousness is only one of the possible forms.
Other centers of the consciousness according its purpose can be placed
in different organs of the body. The similar standpoint is today known to
modern science as “cell consciousness” or “atom consciousness”.
As a transmitter of higher degree of energy and parameters of
earth magnetic field it within cell itself participates actively in energetic
transformation. Vital energy as transformation of cosmic energy is above
physiological functions (breathing, blood circulation, nerve system) in
organism, as they could not function without it.
There are many theories about vital energy circulation within human
body.
Similarly as electric current flows though different conductors,
current of psychic energy flows, as one transformed form of energy that
uses breathing and nerve paths as its conductors.
But it can move as well outside of these media, in infinity if it is
concentrated and directed.
The blood circulatory system is also interesting for biotherapy as it is
one of the important factors in cosmic and earth energy transformation.
In the book of Old Testament the sentence is mentioned: “Blood is
life”, not without a reason as by circulating in organism it cleans it, but
from our standpoint it is a specific liquid with energetic charge.
The part of the body where blood doesn’t circulate is dead; therefore
it means that coming to each least part in organism gives life.
Blood in body participates as transformer of cosmic and earth energy,
as oxygen in blood has paramagnetic traits and within strong magnetic
field oxygen takes its characteristics.
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The importance of psychic centers in bio energy therapy
In terms of physiology of our concept, psychic (energetic) centers
in biotherapy represent “organs” that collect, transform and distribute
the energies that flow through them. On those spots psychic energies and
body functions are merged and permeate each other. Energy induced in
the process of healing is realized on physical basis through these energetic

centers. These centers are primary spots for bio therapeutic performance.
They are place along spinal column and by inducing their activities we
can affect energetic body.
The connection of psychic and physiologic functions in the
mentioned centers creates the condition for bioenergy effect, which is
specifically directed by therapist thoughts. Healer or bio therapist uses
unlimited possibilities of creative thoughts and therewith he makes the
superb transformation of energies in healing form.
Dynamic nature of reality is the principle of eternal cosmic change.
That eternal PRINCIPLE of movement is general permeate rhythm of
cosmic energy.
In different times and civilizations this PRINCIPLE was discovered
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again and confirmed as common base of great spiritual, philosophic and
scientific traditions.
At Hindu it is symbolically expressed by dividing Brahma (Absolute)
on Schira and Paravati whose cosmic game inspires and creates all
phenomena in the universe.
In the Old Testament this rhythmic replacement of complementary
energies is described as the Light and the Dark.
David’s Star with six angles is the symbol of their balance. Due to its
divine characteristic, the stars are symbols of spirit, definitely – symbol of
the fight between spiritual energy and the Light and material energies of
the Dark. Six angle David’s Star stresses the interaction of all phenomena
in the universe. The triangle with the peak upwards represents macro
cosmos and the triangle with peak downward micro cosmos.
The great philosophers in the West also supported this principle of
movement and union, e.g. Hegel’s principle of dialectics.
In the twentieth century Albert Einstein pointed out the
complementary antagonism between visible world of matter and invisible
world of vibration or energy through his theory of relativity. Energy is
constantly transformed into matter while matter constantly is transformed
into energy.
In China this process of universal change is symbolized in diagram
Jin and Jung few thousands years ago.

Dynamic permeating of these archetype poles of opposites is the
essence of all natural phenomena.
Niels Bohr (great scientist of the West) who elaborated the
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interpretation of quantum theory gets the great prize for his work in 1947.
He was accepted in Danish Academy of science as honorable knight. This
Nobel laureate chose as the motif of his emblem: Chinese symbol Tai chi,
two eternal opposites in the harmony (circle Chinese symbol Tai chi that
stresses dynamic balance of all phenomenons. The unity that is behind Jin
Jung is called Tao.

Niels Bohr emblem (from memorial book
Niels Bohr, editor S. Rozental, North Holland
Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1967).
As all opposites are interdependent, their fight will never bring to
complete domination of one of opposed party (auth. note) In this way Niels
Bohr informs the world that unity of spiritual values from the East and
modern science from the West make undivided unity needed in humanity
evolution.
NOBODY WILL BE THE LORD OF
LIFE AND DEATH!
IT WILL NEVER BE IN HUMAN POWER!
“I heal cancer?” - such nonsense is primitive and low. Nobody heals,
nor parapsychology heals. Medical science does it in its own way and I do
in my way, I’m trying to provoke the universal doctor in human organism,
escape mechanism to make a medicine for itself. Even vaccine is the
provocation of escape mechanism, and body reacts as special pharmacy
factory or medicine producer. In such way body produces antibodies and
disables a spread of any infectious disease. Only escape mechanism cures
a body. All this cannot be done by medical science or parapsychology. In
that sense I can imagine myself as the actuator of escape mechanism, and
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later body overtakes curing.
There were the cases of curing some diseases that are enigma for
official medicine such as cancer, leukemia, gangrene, dystrophy and all
other very hard diseases. I cannot say for sure: “I heal cancer?” - as there
are no two identical humans, there are no two identical states as there are
no two identical fingerprints. If human body and organism are destroyed
by cancer hardly it can be helped. Everything depends on the stadium of a
disease, the moment when patient comes on biotherapy.
Any way people should have a trust in medical science, as it was
and will be the science that studies human health. I find wrong in official
medicine that they are not ready to enrich their therapeutic capabilities
with this method of parapsychology, in order to be more efficient in
helping and curing the patients.
I wish cooperation with health institutions and I don’t underestimate
or negate our first-class doctors. As I appreciate their work they should
appreciate what I do with thousands of sick people.
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MENTAL HYGIENE
When we observe biological and psychological qualities of humanity
suddenly getting worse we immediately must notice the increase of
degenerative diseases, mental diseases and constant social disorders in
the whole world.
Biological weakening of our advanced civilization is present
almost at each individual although not necessarily. In spite of fact that
this tendency can be more spread it is not necessary to discover any new
medical method, medicine or any new perfect apparatus as it happens in
medical science every day.
A modern man who “got out” from the natural order can find himself
the solution in his being. The huge percentage of human diseases and
sufferings is connected with everyday bad thoughts and fights. We accept
the fact that a disease is the natural course.
We understand that each aggressive method the symptoms are
destroyed should not be always adequate. In the nature of the very disease
is the solution for rebalancing.
YOU CANNOT
CHANGE THE WORLD
BUT ANY WAY YOU CAN
CHANGE YOURSELF.
Your psychological balance must be in the harmony with your
environment. Correct relation to the nature and everything that surrounds
us achieves it. The choice of food, the choice of appropriate place for
living, thoughtful and useful action in the community can not be left
especially when it is the question of changes that should be done in order
to eliminate health problems.
A harmony with universal principle is easily achieved by correct
attitude towards the life, correct way of thinking, with relation to the
beloved, friends even with enemies.
These principles of mental hygiene are not simple and easy to be
realized.
Today man is handicapped with the culture of living that is not
orientated towards the creativity and internal pleasure. The way of life
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imposed by industrialized society is not in the harmony with the nature
values or the rhythm of living body, but with complicated machines and
material productivity. It is understandable that functioning of human
organism, induced and rebuilt by biotherapy is again imposed to the
possibilities of new dysfunctions if patient returns to the old way of living.
Although biotherapy is SPECIAL METHOD OF HELPING, the patient
must join the whole process of healing and therefore all changes of his
attitude and to hold out, if the nature of his disease requires it or it is
necessary for his permanent curing.
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HARMONY WITH THE UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLES OF ORDER
“Man who is not interested in his dearest, lives through the most
difficulties in life and hurts others”
Man is always capable to notice that with wrong thinking and acting
he disturbs the principle of work his existence depends. Observations based
on such experiences are recorded in the form of moral code. Herein it is
spoken unambiguously about a control of thoughts, words and actions.
In traditional forms of medicine MORAL principles have always
had the important role in preserving the health. It is said best with a
healer’s massage whereby the instruction follows: ”Go and don’t make
any mistakes again”.
Nowadays man is obsessed by his technical superiority, power
and therefore resulted standpoint that he can buy even the health. He
experiences a disease outside himself, blames his destiny, particular
tendency and medical science helplessness. It is difficult for him, mostly
impossible, to accept that his own principles and some life standpoints
make condition for his healing.
From the above mentioned it would be wrong to conclude that
violation of civil moral affects the course of disease or healing because a
murderer or thief doesn’t have to become sick due to its crimes. A man as
the freest creature must aspire to the cognizance what he should direct his
life to. Erich From talks about “humanistic conscience”, Mueller about
“conscience based on fight”, thus about the conscience as the supreme
goal or cognition of himself.
Erich From says: “Good in the sense of humanistic ethics means
life affirmation, development of human abilities. Virtue means sense of
responsibility to own existence. Evil brings to man’s energies weakness.
Vice means irresponsibility to oneself.”
The correctness of this statement can be always checked at people
who live the life in spite of the fact that they know that such way of living
destroys their health.
Healing doesn’t understand only the removal of physical problems.
Fear, anger, harmful habits, lack of initiative or self-confidence are already
the forms of disease and the same attention should be paid on them as
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e.g. acute states, inflammations in the organism etc. If human conscience
at the individuals is formed no matter the cause, by spiritual arrogance,
dogmatic attitude, suspiciousness or arrogance, it is scientific to direct
him to a change of these attitudes.
Thanking to high standard of living and health education the physical
hygiene is perfect while at the same time man has long time ago passed
over the need for mental hygiene, purity of thoughts, words and deeds.
Disharmony between wishes and possibilities make man today unhappy
being, eternally dissatisfied!
A tendency for great success and society rank makes him egocentric
and empty. Everyday man competes in his silly power and strength with
others in achieving material goals.
That’s the reason that his day is full of failures, disappointments and
hurt feelings. Dr. R. Gringer says: “Fatal heart attacks could happen due
to the service of all degrees, depression and problems.”
The constant disharmony between wishes and possibilities is the
constant stress that affects many diseases. The disease symptomatic is
only epiphenomenona and depends on the individuality of respected man
as well as on his particular destiny.
HOPE THAT IS IN BELIEF
OF HEALING AND APPROPRIATNESS
OF LIFE – IS CURABLE
If we brought ourselves in a situation that we have to realize our
new decisions and endeavors we can do that among our beloved (children,
parents, friends, relatives and members of our local community we live
with every day, colleges from our job…). With our sincere interesting and
care for them we transfer and spread our love and sympathy on those who
in some way hurt us but they do not realize it. This is the biggest step in a
change of own conscience and it could be achieved nevertheless present
life circumstances are.
Very soon we’ll learn that fail or disease are as important as our
success and health for our general development.
A disease that knows to surprise us in any case is the obstacle and
huge life problem, but wizard uses it for the development of intuition,
sympathy, understanding and speculation about himself.
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Even healthy man should every day spend some time in speculation
about life principles and relation to others. The way you do it is an intimate
matter, different for each man.
The possibility to help a lot of people concerning their health,
fortune and happiness is in fact in hands of us all. It is very high, noble
but achievable goal.
Healer’s hand shot by Kirlijan technique
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HARMONY WITH THE ENVIRONMENT
RELATION TO NATURE
Harmonizing the relation to nature which part we are, are the latest
trends in Europe and USA in the last ten years. The ecological movements
are being established with specific efforts that each individual becomes
aware of the fact that the nature we live in, in spite of the life in cities, our
environment, is determined only by creation.
Therefore it is well to address to the nature as our mother, supporter
who gives a birth and keeps us in life, cures and protects from health
problems. Instead of this ground we live on, water we drink and air we
breath, are being polluted. In the name of civilized progress, man destroys
many kinds of plants and animal species on which our ecology starts. We
are surprised with increase of allergic diseases, eczemas, and unknown
diseases. …. Our everyday life is becoming unnatural, from clothes made
of pour quality material, constant exposure to harmful electromagnetic
radiation at work and at home.
These exterior factors violate seriously the health. Electromagnetic
radiations are weakening natural ability of our escape mechanism.
It is obvious that the present man cannot and doesn’t have to realize
utopian principle “return to nature” but our good sense instructs us to try
to preserve the integrity of natural surrounding our lives depend on.
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NATURAL WAY OF CURING
In this book we want to explain how understanding of a cause,
mechanism of disease development and relieve of pains with more serious
diseases of modern man can contribute understanding of life itself. Before
that, however we are going to consider the present state of population
health in USA.
It is estimated that in America probably one from four persons will
become ill of cancer and that number increases. Most people have no idea
what cancer is and even to understand what causes this fatal disease or
how he can prevent it or cure it. Each year ten million of heart diseases are
registered and additional ten million are not being registered. According
the stated statistics each year in America 250.000 car accidents happen out
of which 50.000 has fatal end –death. This often happens as people have
lost the natural ability of coordination and intuition. Twenty seven percent
of adults in this country will become sick of some kind of arthritis or
rheumatism while several million suffers from allergies, diabetes, sexual
problems or different kinds of psycho and emotional disorders.
Major of them have at least two colds per year, what means that only
in USA at least million people catch a cold per year. For now we do not
understand what a cold is and how it is cured.
On the present degree of development contemporary medical science
can remove some of the disease symptoms. If cancer appears in a stomach,
for example one of the approaches is to remove a part of that organ after
what cancer is concerned cured. The same is with infectious diseases
what for vaccination is recommended. Vaccination is injection of small
quantities of bacteria in an individual organism, what brings to the weak
form of a disease of that individual. That however doesn’t remove the
causes of a disease. We must realize that we, modern people, do not know,
in fact what life and health are. And at consideration of the most important
issues of a life we are in an age we should call “era of ignorance”. Three
to four thousand of years of development showed, that present trend of
progress doesn’t bring compulsory solutions. We should reconsider our
present orientation and way of thinking and it includes understanding of
a human and universe.
Many people accept macrobiotic medicine, which could be understood
as medicine of the universe. The objective of this kind of medicine is to
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help each individual to live in the harmony with nature and environment.
So each individual is being induced to achieve the status of healthy human
being. Macrobiotic medicine is not directed only to removal of particular
symptoms but it is interested as well for establishing health, piece and
freedom in each family, community,nation even on the whole planet.

The principle of macrobiotic treatment can be summarized in the
following way:
1. Understanding of the laws of nature
Today we are witnesses of possible disappear of contemporary
civilization, due to chronic biological degeneration which has been deeply
rooted. While present generation of children grows up this tragedy really
can happen. To confirm this it is only sufficient to refer to statistical
documentation about the constant increase of cancer, heart diseases,
multiplex sclerosis, deafness and many other physical and mental disorders.
However this path is inevitable. If we think about ourselves and we decide
to undertake the positive measures in order to change ourselves then this
tragic situation can be transformed into its opposition for an individual
and for the complete society as well. Therefore in order to avoid this
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potential tragedy what should be done primarily is not in a certain method
or food adaptation, but about the need for thinking about itself. If above
all, we can realize that our diseases and troubles are the results of our
own mistakes and incorrect reason and if after that we make a decision to
change ourselves, that cognition can be easily directed towards obtaining
of permanent health and happiness.
2. Our standpoint should be understandable
In our age study about the body is called physiology and mental
study is called – psychology and both are considered scientific disciplines.
So on, each organ or part of a body is cured separately and for each there
is an army of specialists. If someone for example has troubles with ear he
should look for a specialist for ear diseases. However ears are in organic
relation with other organic parts of a body and the problem with this organ
means that other parts of a body do not function correctly. People having
problems with skin are directed to the specialist for skin diseases omitting
with such approach the fact that there are some deeper disorders causing
skin diseases such as irregular function of liver, inability of kidneys
uniform secretion or intestinal or digestion organs disorder.
We are just a witness of biological and spiritual quality of humanity
becoming worse and that reflects in constant increase of degenerative and
mental diseases and social disorders. In order to change this course of
events we should reconsider our present direction of progress. Instead to
continue with further separation and analysis our approach to curing should
be based on the simple understanding of the relation between human and
universe. Naturally, the approach that is the result of this understanding
should be simple, practical and understandable to everyone. In fact, the
process of improvement and preserving health should not be separated
from the process of everyday living.
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HEALING
“People pray to Gods for health.
That saving is in their hands
they have no idea”.

Democritus

Healing is only one of many potentials of human conscience. On
its basis it is possible to make special energetic communication with
another energetic unity. As at other parapsychology phenomenon that
communication is explained by human energetic nature. On one side
is a patient – energetic system or energetic body where some disorders
occurred on the energetic level. Such disorders cause specific change of
energetic vibrations.
On the other side is a healer, energetic system as well, specific as he
is directed to receive those vibrations and ready to respond on them.
Receiving: “reading” of those vibrations and therefore directed
energetic action is the significant part of healer’s communication with a
patient. It takes place simultaneously without any relation to visible world,
exclusively on the energetic level.
Special electronic or parapsychology devices with biosensor can
record the changes that happen in the organism on that occasion.
Great institutes for parapsychology are equipped for such
measurements. It would be wrong to conclude that in this way bioenergy
itself is measured of or made objective. In the unity healer – patient
“transfer” of energy depends on emotional factors that as at other
phenomenon of parapsychology (telepathy, psychokinesis, telekinesis)
can block the whole process or reduce the effect. Researches directed only
to physical interpretation of healing by bioenergy undertaken for example
on the Institute of biological physics of the Science Academy of Russia
with famous healer Juna do not encroach in to the nature of this human
phenomenon.
In spite of the scientific authorities that confirm the healing power of
Juna, these researches are out of range of parapsychology researches.
The method of informative energetic cooperation with living objects
for the purpose of curing and investigation of physical fields of biological
objects is one of the titles for this program that is leaded by M.Djerkovic.
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These programs do not have connecting points with bioenergy.
According our point of view, when a man looks for help from a
healer he is not object or physical field but energy body.
ALL LIVING CREATURES POSSESS BIOENERGY.
BIOENERGY USE FOR HELPING
THE SICK IS THE ONLY ONE OF THE POSSIBLE
TRANSFORMATIONS OF BIOENERGY IN THE NATURE.
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HANDS MOVEMENT
“ Hand is an organ above organs,
a tool above tools”
Aristotle
In his work a healer comes at universal treasury of vital energy and
directs it through his body. He forms it in thoughts into healing one and
then by movements of hands directs it towards the patient.
There are many theories on speed and direction of hands movement
during biotherapy.
Positive direction (clockwise) has anatropic effect and at the
patient it supplements the deficiency of energy. This deficiency is found
at organ hypofunction, weak energy circulation or blood circulation,
thermoregulation, therefore at paresis, atrophy…..

Hand circling in “negative direction” (counter-clockwise) has
catatropic effect and it releases the excess of undesirable energy in the
patient’s body. This excess is present at hyperfunction of the organ,
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inflammation processes, neuralgia, pains, schizophrenia, epilepsy, and
autism.
For knowing the healing energy that goes out human hands it is not
necessary to have the knowledge of parapsychologist or nuclear physicists
. Those energies are called differently: bioplasma, vital magnetism, vital
energy, KI-therapy …. Depending if they are the subject of study of natural
or social sciences.
It is enough, simply to admit the existence of that vital energy as one
part of the universal energy, which becomes “specialized” in the healer’s
body. Theoretical explanations of bioenergy therapy do not affect the
practical results –elimination of health troubles. The strength of bioenergy
increases or varies between therapies. Energy direction, intensity and
quality are precisely matched with healer’s wish – to help other man. This
is synchronized process.
Only completely psychological healthy person can deal with healing
UNIVERSE IS NOT A GREAT MECHAISM BUT A GREAT
THOUGTH
MAN IS AS REAL AS ENERGY HE POSSESSES
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Every living creature possesses bio field because without it the
life would not be possible.
In current way of life man is exposed to many negative influences
on his bio field (stresses, nutrition, hard work, insomnia)
So every of these irregularities reflect via bio field on mental
state unbalance, later causing organic diseases.
We can freely say that the most of diseases come from a head
as the resultant of psycho unbalance that means bio field balance
disorder.
Curing by bioenergy is, above all, balancing bio field around a
sick organism in order to bring it to its balance.
Namely, healthy organism doesn’t have By this treatment the results
are excellent with a note that each patient after curing or healing must
change something in his way of thinking, food, life in order to keep
that state
Author
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KIND-HEARTED MAN
About Dr. Jovan Tasić work the whole volumes could be written. If
each patient would write only one sentence it would be more than a half
of million. And if each patient would tell a part of his suffering before
coming into this ordination it would be a big text of human destinies.
Most patients of Dr. Tasić come here for their last hope. Here could
be seen people of all ages, from one-year-old boys to eighty years people.
Those olds are people who “swallowed” many pills of life but pharmacies
do not help them any more, they won’t “travel” from this world yet. They
come at Dr Tasić to help them to wait their “last train”, longer and easier.
Doctor Tasić is kind and direct to his patients. He quickly relaxes
them from the butterflies in their stomach. He is openhearted and intimate
with children. There is no a child that “went through his hands” and that
he didn’t feel his embrace and kiss. They are not afraid of him they accept
him as their friend. Almost next day it is felt that there is no nervous that
they come to a man for help as mush as it is in his power. Dr Tasić acts
normally and simply. He doesn’t act out a wizard or witch-crafter.
These are five-days therapies. They start on Monday. Each Monday
new patients and some of them whose therapies are longer. Everyone
comes with his troubles and hopes. Trouble could be seen on someone’s
face, body movement, expression and in silence - that could be heard.
Besides small children most patients come without anyone’s help. Some
are brought in wheelchairs. Their hopes are, first of all to get rid of that
“bloody” vehicle.
Little Miloš from Novi Sad is special story. That charming child
was two years old at the end of February. When he came on this world he
couldn’t see it. He was blind; he only made difference between dark and
light. When parents noticed it, visiting doctor started. The search for the
reasons of Miloš’s state lasted but in vain without success. Doctors did not
diagnosed why Miloš cannot see. At the end the doctor said to the parents
“to reconcile to his fate as for example that he was born without an arm”
– said Miloš mother, obviously happy that it wasn’t true. Miloš parents
have not been reconciled to the fate, as they didn’t want a white stick to be
a leader in his life. They heard about Dr. Tasić and took the only child to
him. If doesn’t help it is left only to be reconciled to a bitter fate. Dr. Tasić
met them and therapies started.
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Miloš case was not solved for a while and completely cured. The
therapies lasted but Dr. Tasić didn’t lose a hope in possibility that miracle
can happen. He was persistent, but Miloš parents didn’t lose fate in Dr.
Tasić. And they didn’t believe for nothing. Miloš got back his sight. It was
not known who was happier – parents or Dr. Tasić. Miloš is still a patient
of this strange ordination. He can see better and better, he runs and talks
a lot. The meetings of little Miloš and his doctor are mutual joy. Dr. Tasić
adores him, and Miloš is happy to pass from his parents’ arms into doctor’s
arm. During therapy he embraces doctor’s hands, as he is aware that these
hand enabled him to see this world. Dr. Tasić frankly says: ”Miloš is my
greatest diploma.”
This unusual doctor doesn’t heal only with his bioenergy and healing
hands. He heals with words and his attitude to patients. He understands
people so he knows what he should say. He has, it could be said, the third
pedagogical hand that could not be seen but could be felt. It is best seen
in his behavior with children and old persons. Most patients call Dr. Tasić
“our doctor” and little children simply “doctor”. Those who have come
for two or more weeks, enter here as in their second home. They know
that cozy and pleasant atmosphere is waiting them with silent music.
There is nothing aggressive or forcible. Some patient doesn’t have such
atmosphere even at his home.
One Friday doctor told me to make a pause next week and that I
could, if I wanted to, come and be in collective therapy. On Wednesday I
came and found locked ordination door. There was no notice on the door.
I went down to the reception of a hotel “Park” (ordination was on the first
floor) and I asked about a doctor. “He doesn’t work this week. He has
some urgent business” – said a man at the reception. Walking home it beat
in my ears: “Something turned up”. I was afraid. What if a doctor doesn’t
return? There is no replacement. There is no other doctor who is going to
replace his colleague that something turned up. Dr. Tasić is unique in his
job and Juna is far away. I realized what irreplaceable means and I felt
helpless. I had to survive till Monday and today is only Wednesday. One
of those nights I had a dream that Dr. Tasić returned and he “fired me”. I
woke up. Finally Monday came. As soon as noon passed I called Dr Tasić
ordination. He answered the phone. “Here I am and come please” he told
me with his kind voice. Anxiety went away.
I told Dr Tasić my sufferings. He smiled friendly and told me: “ I do
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not lave any of my patients. This came up suddenly and you didn’t come
until Wednesday. On Monday a secretary was in ordination informing the
patients…”
Živko Vasić reporter in pension
May, 1994
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Radmila Milosavljević 65 years
Mala Ivanča
FROM IMMOBILITY TO WALTZ
Doctors wrote me off! Yes, “for goods”, as I should say. I could
speak about my looking for a medicine for my legs for a year. Everywhere
they told me that there is no hope for me.
If there is an interesting and sincere story among thousands of
patients of Dr Tasić then it is for sure a story that Radmila Milosavljević
from Mala Ivanča tells. She tells a story convincing and interesting. Dr
Tasić looks at her with warmth, wish that others to hear the story, he is
joking with her and grandma Rada always repeats that he is her son, her
savior, “something most beautiful in the world”. In these words there are
so many truth, hopes and finally success for grandma Rada to stand on her
feet.
• Almost 15 years Radmila Milosavljević walked on crutches. Her
diagnosis is elephantiasis, known as “elephant feet”. It is in fact
blood tissue disease. Grandma Rada could not leave bed for six
months – added Dr Tasić.
And she continues a story. Again convincing, with proofs and
interesting:
• I went everywhere, they told that I was going to die, that there was
no hope for me, but Jovan saved me. I respect him and love him as
my own children. I am going on and I’ll not give up. It is true that
I am old “little older”, but I love to live, to be with my beloved. I
don’t know how to thank my savior Jovan. I owe him a lot; I don’t
know how to return it.
Grandma Rada continues more interesting:
• It was just like that. I stood up and dropped crutches. What to say?
I am excited; I cannot say really anything more. I am standing,
walking without crutches. Impossible! How impossible when I
walk. Oh yes I walk…
In the film of Milan Belegišanin “Waltz of hope” Radmila
Milosavljević danced in front of many patients and cameras, a waltz with
Dr Tasić.
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n grandma was in front of cameras but now in NS PLUS TV show. She
was in the company of Dr Tasić, director Belegišanin and her daughter
Vera Ivanović. Here are their authentic stories.
• I told Jovan (she so calls Dr Tasić) so from a bottom of my heart:
”My dear son I don’t know to dance waltz. But, let’s try… Thank
God, I didn’t disgrace myself.
• Three years have passed since the film was shot, it means from
the moment you were cured and stood. What happened in the
meanwhile?
• I am really healthy and I walk like a girl.
• Could you dance one waltz again?
• Better. Now I have practiced well my walking so waltz would be
excellent – grandma Rada made a joke. - Before I met my Jovan I
was immobile for a half of year, always in bed. I could do nothing
without help; I could not move or sit. These were sufferings plus
unbearable pain. And so, stroke of luck I heard about Jovan and
his capabilities. I was taken into Hotel “Tamiš” in Pančevo. I went
into bed in my own room and in the evening my savior came. ….
• Do you feel anything – asked Dr Tasić while healing grandma
Rada.
• I feel my son – she answered – some crawling as something
stings me. Next time when he came I was eager to start again with
treatment. My two toes on left leg were immobile. I didn’t feel that
they belong to me. When Jovan left I was in bed. I was reading
something. I felt that my toes are slowly moved. I am alone in the
room and I started to talk myself loudly: The God will let that it
will happen the best.”
Some time later a visit to grandma Rada came, daughter and granddaughter.
I told my daughter that a toe “works”. She doesn’t believe. She is silent
and only is looking at me. Maybe she thinks that I hallucinate. It was on
Monday. On Wednesday Jovan came again for therapy. Usual questioning
respects to “How are you?” The answer is positive. My crutches were far
from my bed but something forced me to stand up. And I tried slowly. I sat
up in bed, what before could not be even imagined or wished, I was very
careful and in one moment – I was standing! Oh my God, if you exist, I
told it loudly, is it possible? And I started walking without crutches, made
first steps. I am happy as a child. I tremble, I’m afraid that I’m going
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to fall. I lean on wall and slowly I leave a room. She returned from a
corridor without crutches and walking. She entered into a room and she
stood directly in front of a mirror:

•

Oh my God, Rada, are you yourself - I asked myself. I know that
I talk to myself but I cannot believe. I stood up after the third
treatment.
That very day her daughter and granddaughter visited her.
Granddaughter entered into the room first. She was the first to hear the
good news. Her daughter couldn’t believe.
• She asks me, as usually, how I am. I answer that I am well, - tells
grandma Rada – but she can see that I am excited. I didn’t keep
her in suspense for a long. I told her briefly: “I walk!”. Very soon
room was full of patients and hotel guests. As it was some kind of
meeting I started my story how doctors wrote me off, all places I
visited even in Bulgaria and everywhere the same answer: “There’s
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no hope for you.” A director of Novi Sad TV broadcast, Milan
Belegišanin, happened to be there.
Her daughter insisted grandma Rada to make few steps again, in front of
all.

•

She wants to help me, but I refuse even to touch me. Why? If I
am cured then I should always stand up and walk alone. I stood
up slowly and walked towards the doors. I don’t remember how
I walked as I felt that I hang in the air. And I only watch when I
should fall, as I haven’t been standing on my feet for six months. I
used to walk on crutches hardly lifting my feet but more dragging
along the ground. Pains were unbearable. I reached the door and
returned to bed. When I came home they all knew in the village that
I walked again. We all say so and so it is. They were all surprised
when I throw away the crutches. First I took only a stick. For the
sake of caution. Very soon I throw it away as well.
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At the end Radmila’s daughter, Vera Ivanović will tell about
everything.
• We tried to help mother in all possible ways. When we heard about
Dr Tasić we immediately came to him. Our patron saint is Saint
Jove, but Dr Jovan Tasić is for my mother a man who she will
respect till the end of her life. He deserves it. Our family sees
in him a doctor of traditional medicine who possesses bioenergy.
Even he only transfers it, as he used to say, he heals thousands of
patients and those written off by official medicine.
***

In company with her mother Radmila Milosavljević her daughter
Vera Ignjatović, from Višnjička banja in the vicinity of Belgrade came
to Dr Tasić. As she saw the result of her mother treatments she herself
decided to take a therapy as she had seven muscular tumors: one on neck
of the uterus, size of man’s fist and six small ones on the wall of womb.
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Besides, blood picture was very bad.
• After the treatments I went to my doctor – gynaecologists on
the regular test check where we were both surprised. All seven
muscular tumors disappeared, and blood picture was quite all
right – says Vera. – I felt that something was happening during the
treatments, however I could not believe in a miracle: that all my
problems I faced with for eight years would disappear. And now
after three years of treatment and curing the regular check at Dr.
Tasić show that everything is all right. I feel well and I want to say
thank you to this wonderful man as he first make my mother stand
up from bed and that he cured me.
• We all in our family respect him very much and love him as our
savior.
***
We visited home of Radmila Milosavljević in Mala Ivanča, at the
end of May. She welcomed us as a good host – on her feet.
• How should I but on feet - asks, sincerely shaking hand with Dr.
Tasić, his children, daughter Irena and son Dejan and the writer of
this book.
Nice but hot and muggy May day. It’s Sunday. Home of Milosavljević
is a modest home but there is everything. Grandma Rada offers us
strawberries, cherries, the table is set with a lot of various special dishes.
We sit on a balcony of nice house in the shade. Our hostess, sitting in an
armchair as usually tells story clearly, interesting and authentic.
• You already know everything about my disease and me. And how
I found a salvation in Dr Tasić’s bioenergy. My Jovan. I don’t have
a son, and if I had he would be my son.
Grandma Rada shows us into a large guest room. There’s a painting
of Saint Jovan. Beside it is a picture of Dr. Tasić.
• God and my son Joca. So I decided and it would be as long as I live
– says Rada Milosavljević.
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MILOŠ STOJAKOVIĆ
Age of ten, Novi Sad, Dušana Vasiljevića 1
FAVOURITE OF THE NICEST EYES

•

•

For few months Dr. Tasić’s favorite is
little Miloš Stojaković from Novi Sad. Although
doctors predicted boy blindness, this boy got his
sight back thanking to Dr. Tasić treatments, this
famous bioenergetics,
• Exactly so – confirms Miloš’s mother Jelena.
We are very happy that we met such man as Dr. Tasić is and that he
cured my Miloš. We continue with treatments believing in greater
success. In impossible as I usually say.
Miloš is born blind. He made difference only between light and
darkness. Parents noticed it that moment when babies try to reach
the objects their parents offer them. We noticed it when he was
two month old: “he didn’t follow our movements or anything else
that is specific for babies. We went to a doctor but we were faced
with a disappointment there.”
When we met Dr. Tasić first time he immediately encouraged us.
He told us that there was a hope and that he is ready to heal Miloš
for two years being certain in a success. From that first meeting
and first treatment seven months have passed and imagine MILOŠ
CAN SEE.
• What exactly a doctor in Novi Sad hospital
told you?
• Even in Novi Sad polyclinics they were
categorical: they do not want to give us false
hope. There are no medicines, operation can’t
help. We didn’t, unfortunately hear from them
any kind word.
Miloš, anyway had innate undeveloped
eye nerve.
They told us that there was no hope and that
it is as you are born without hands. How, and
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•
•
•

why it happened they could not explain. Everything was all right
on my genetic tests as well as on my husband’s tests. Simply they
told me: it is so and there is no medicine for his disease – there
isn’t.
It was hard for us to accept it. My Miloš cannot read and write I
thought as a teacher who teaches other children to read and write.
How did you notice that primary healing or to a certain extent, as
you say, occurred?
Very simply: before we offered him some objects and he didn’t
want to accept them. Now he does it. He can see us and everything
that surrounds him. How far he can see, we don’t know. He is
still young and he cannot say, but it would be better as he grows.
This what was achieved in his curing, on Dr. Tasić’s treatments, is
fantastic!

In the meantime Miloš has begun to talk and walk, he moves himself
in the room, he goes out. He simply finds himself in space.
Miloš Stojaković rushes into his doctor’s arms that gave him sight,
he hugs him firmly and as he understands everything he kisses his savior.
In the room where Dr. Tasić does his treatments, as many time as Dr. Tasić
and Miloš meet – a silence. Some of them gave a sigh. All of them know
Miloš’s story. He likes to be fondled, he caresses Dr. Tasić, his hair and
puts his head on his chests.
• It is always like this –notices Dr. Tasić. – There were many patients
in my practice. They are all dear to me as I helped them. Miloš is
especially my favorite as he has begun to see with bioenergy. That
“divine energy” I transmit.
Jelena Stojaković observes touching scene. Tears, of happiness go
down her face.
• We believe in Dr. Tasić. I am glad that such people exist. Let them
get back health to others ….
Continuing the treatments at Dr. Tasić Miloš now differentiates
colors, objects, objects around him, names them, he moves freely, plays,
and sets cubes per color……
Today Miloš goes to regular school where his mother works.
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On the question who born you, Miloš says: “Doctor!”
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Kojić Goran seven years ,Beograd
THE FIRST STEP AND THEN TO SCHOOL
Goran was born on May 7, 1988 with a diagnosis cerebral paralysis.
He was unable to move and couldn’t walk. When he was three we took
him on regular checks and then another diagnosis was given: muscular
hypotony. We went to many institutions, made various exercises, physical
therapies but there were no results, he was still bed-ridden. Goran was
seven he should start with school.
But how when he couldn’t walk?
We were desperate.
And suddenly Dr. Tasić appeared, he gave us hope and faith in
our Goran curing. We heard for his results and we started treatments
on March 20, 1995. First days of treatments there were already obvious
results that encouraged us to continue with treatments. After three week
of treatment at Dr. Tasić Goran began to walk alone. We were very happy
and astonished.
Our Goran walks alone!
Now Goran goes in the first class and as all his fellow friends walks
alone and takes his schoolbag full of books. Thank you is very little what
we can say for what Dr. Tasić did for us. We are extremely happy as we
can see our Goran to run after a ball to play with his friends what was
recently only our dream.
Zoran Kojić (father)
Jajinci, Beograd ,Janka Jankovica 5
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The happiness filled home of Kojić when Goran started to walk but it
was not the only problem of Danica and Zoran Kojić as they have another
child also bed-ridden: little Gordana is five years old and she waits for an
operation due to hips luxation. A ray of hope after Goran’s curing brought
Gordana to Dr. Tasić. Many days she came together with her brother to Dr.
Tasić before the first result were seen.
Doctors examined her again and they told that there is no need for
the operation on the left hip as it is completely well. It gives a hope for the
right hip as well so they continued with treatments at Dr. Tasić.
• Joy is in our home now and we believe that our Gordana will
stand on her feet as well as Goran did. We thank Dr. Tasić for
understanding, humanity and above all his help to our children and
the personal of the firm “Savremena admistricija” who helped us
to hold out in this healing.
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Radojka Gnjatović
Sombor
A LEG IS SAVED
One morning Radojka Gnjatović woke up with unbearable
pains. She didn’t hesitate to go to the doctors for help and they kept her
immediately in a hospital. After detailed examinations they decided to
amputate a leg.
•

They told me that I suffer from bone tuberculoses and that the
only possibility is to amputate my leg. I visited several doctors.
The same story –says Radojka. I didn’t have courage to go on
operation., when I became a cripple, who will bring me a glass of
water, who will help me in a house?
All my life I suffered. And even now when I’m old to suffer more?
My last decision was: I’ll go everywhere but not in a hospital on
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operation.
From a moment when she heard about Dr. Tasić and when she started
his treatments Radojka’s leg recovered.
•

Pains stopped, and latest examinations at “official medicine”
confirmed that the state improved. Doctors couldn’t believe. I am
only that one who knows that there will not be an operation and
that I am much better now.
Leg has revitalized, muscles relaxed I walk normally. I thank Dr.
Tasić as I can freely say, he gave me legs. “Thank you” is nothing
for that.
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Mesaroš Jožef
Rusko selo, Vojvode Knićanina 129
AGAIN ON HIS OWN FEET
It was catastrophic to recognize the truth that Jožef Mesaroš suffers
from brain tumor. Doctor’s consultation decided to undertake an operation.
After first operation nothing has changed, problems remained the same:
difficult moving, both eyes closed, even unable to eat alone.
New operations followed, and new attempts of official medicine
doctors to remove a tumor and to improve patient’s health. Unfortunately
after the forth operation problems were not solved but new complications
occurred: Jožef
Mesaroš became completely bed-ridden. Doctors gave up from any
further operations and said that there was no help.
We heard for Dr. Tasić but we didn’t believe that he could or anyone
else, help our Jožef.
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Only five consecutive treatments at Dr. Tasić were sufficient that
miracle happened. Our Jožef could go out alone from bed, to raise hands,
which he wasn’t able to move till then , above his head, to eat without
nobody’s assistance and we used to feed him and give him water with a
straw.
We were very happy because we didn’t believe that anyone in this
world could help him.
Dr. Tasić made an appointment for next treatment for 15 days, and
we were anxious to continue with treatments.
To our great happiness the better condition was not only the same
but only after three treatments Jožef stood on his feet. Speech was better,
eyes have opened and to our astonishment he has begun to walk. Now he
can stand without anyone’s assistance and to make alone few steps. We
continue the treatments with a hope for better condition.

The present result didn’t make only us astonished but the doctors as
well who have followed his health condition and have taken care of him.
They are no words we can express our gratitude to Dr. Tasić for
everything he did for our Jožef and as he has given us hope for the
impossible.
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Dane Krstić
Five and half of age, Kovin JNA 15
At Dr. Tasić for the last hope
Dane was born with a diagnosis: cerebral paralysis. The problems
were as follows; he couldn’t stand without assistance, he was unable to
raise hands to his head and to use them.
Several years – lasting visits to doctors’ follows but without any
results. When all possibilities of orthodox medicine were exhausted his
parents started visiting various bioenergetics, sellers of herbs, prophets……
but they were more disappointed there as they met cheaters who only
wanted to take money from them.
Due to all this in the period when Dane was two to his five his
mother did exercises with him and as she was very disappointed she
didn’t undertake anything. With these everyday exercises she achieved
that health condition was not made worse. It took a year to decide and try
once again. Namely, they heard about Dr. Tasić two years ago and they
followed with a doubt the results of the same cases. Finally they decided
on that next attempt.
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They started with Dr. Tasić treatment four months ago. And see
miracle, almost after five days of treatments. Dane can stand up, he can
raise his hands and he can stand longer. The next treatments are arranged
for one month. The results achieved in the following curing and needed
time surprised not only his parents but Dr. Tasić as well.
There is a smile on the faces of little Dane and his parents, Vesna and
Mirko as their hope came true.
Dane has begun to walk!
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Adrijan Šulc
Eighth years old, Srbobran, Beogradska 20
Mum, where are my glasses?
As Adrijan was born his parents noticed that something is wrong
with his sight. They went to ophthalmologists who gave a diagnosis;
strabismus and dioptry +3.50 on both eyes. Adrijan had glasses for years
and regularly went on stimulation exercises, however with no results.
• When we heard for Dr. Tasić we thought “here’s a hope for our
dear child.”
Only after first treatments the results were obvious. By control check it
was noticed that dioptry was reduced to +0.5 on both eyes and eyes were
straight, that means that there was no more strabismus. In the following
five days of treatment dioptry was reduced to zero. By new findings at
the doctor’s it was noticed that sight is quite well and that glasses are not
necessary any more.
Adrijan has been writing and reading and playing for a year usually
asking his mother as he used to: “Mum, where are my glasses?”
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Svetlana Ničetin
43 years old, Zrenjanin, J. Veselinovića 1
There are no the hopeless
The disease started in 1986 with onsets of headaches, coldness,
chills and feeling of faint. Doctors’ diagnosis was encephalomyelitis
disseminate multiple sclerosis. Treatments in medical institutions were
fruitful so the disease was stopped. However, in 1994 the disease occurred
again with loss of sight on the left eye, constant dizziness, and anxiosa
…
• I couldn’t drive any more, walk alone, an assistance of my
husband and daughter was necessary .
Regular visits to doctor and therapies helped to return a sight
partially, as well as stability in my legs but dizziness and neurosis
remained.
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• A year ago a disease progressed again and before I returned to
hospital once again I heard about Dr. Tasić. I wanted first to try out with
his treatments, I thought if it doesn’t help it would not harm and there was
always time to go to a hospital.
To my great happiness results were obvious at the very beginning
of curing: I felt safe on my feet, there was no feeling of chill, very rear
dizziness, I was stable I got back strength, as I felt on my body the action
of bioenergy that Dr. Tasić possess. Before curing I walked holding the
doors, fence or my husband and now I walk stable and safe. Incredible but
true! Ten days ago, I rode a bicycle – first time after 10 years that is after
this disease. They were all astonished. I went to my doctor’s who, as she
saw me, asked me who I came with as usual. She couldn’t believe that I
came on bicycle and went out of the ordination to check if it is true. She
was surprised. I would say that there is always hope and that there are no
the hopeless as far as Dr. Tasić exist.
“On September 15, 2003 a control test on magnetic resonance
there were no traces of multiple sclerosis, Thank God and Dr. Tasić” –
says Svetlana Ničetin
A year ago besides my main disease it was found that I had a
stone size 10 mm in right kidney. I didn’t say anything to Dr. Tasić and
on the control tests on 2nd November 1996 ultrasound of kidney was done
besides other examinations. It was seen that stone was reduced on the size
of 7 mm. It was found by new ultrasound dated February 13, 1997 that
there is no stone any more. It is strange as I didn’t get rid of that stone.
Doctors could not believe and they did ultrasound examination again on
28th February 1997 and they saw that there is no stone.
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Thank you to Dr. Tasić, Thank God who gave him this energy. I
am another person and that one I used to be 10 years ago. I do not say it
friends but my family and myself.
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Vladislav Rodić
Three years old, Beograd, Stanka Paunovića 58
When Vladislav was born the family was very happy. But it was found
that Vladislav suffers from ataxia. A disease manifested so that Vladislav
could stand but he was unable to walk. He couldn’t make even a step.
Speech was only two to three words with no connection to persons or
objects. In general he was no active and hardly interested in anything.
•

We heard about the results that Dr. Tasić achieves in curing
children with such problems and we have started with treatments
in February 1996. From therapy to therapy Vladislav has been
changing and on our happiness the results were obvious. After
four therapies a child walks without assistance, stands up, gets up
and sometimes runs. He begins to connect the words to persons, he
is more active and understands much better…
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Darko Grujičić
12 years, Banja Luka, Stevana Prvovenčanog 28

MUSIC INSTEAD OF THE WORLD OF SILENCE
Darko has suffered from epilepsy since he was born and due to
that he couldn’t speak – says Darko’s mother Višnja.
• As my husband and I saw that something is wrong with our child
we started looking for a medicine for our Darko. First we went
to military hospital in Zagreb as we used to live there before war
but results and diagnosis of the doctors were more than disaster:
Darko suffers from hard epilepsy and the prospect for his curing
is minimal. You cannot imagine how we felt at that moment. They
prescribed him everyday therapy as he had terrible attacks every
day. Besides we strictly followed doctor’s advise there was no
progress.
Then war started in Croatia and the Grujičić went as refuges to
Banja Luka. They went to a hospital “Paprikovac” where they repeated
everything they had heard in the military hospital in Zagreb and the
specialist Dr. Knežević warned them that they must accept the fact
that Darko would never talk and that there is no help.
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•
It is normal that we couldn’t accept
such fate but everything showed that
there is no medicine for our little Darko
– says Darko’s mother Višnja.
In the middle of August last year little
Darko’s mother overheard for Dr. Tasić,
bioenergetics from Novi Sad.
•
I contact him and for the first time
I heard encouraging words from him.
When doctor saw the Darko’s findings he
briefly said:
• We shall try maybe it is not so dark.
At the end of a month Darko started with treatments at doctor Jovan’s.
Ten days after and everyday treatments drastic changes were noticed
on little Darko. He hadn’t eaten normal food but only minced “mixed”
food.
•

First time when he grabbed crust of bread I was enormously happy.
Very soon he started speaking some words, it’s true stammering
– says mother Višnja
If I recall all things I have lived through I cannot imagine how I
could live through those excitements. Words cannot describe it. Can you
imagine the situation when my husband who wasn’t in Novi Sad called us
and Darko told him first time after twelve years “DADY”.
He remained silent and started crying. That moment I knew that Dr. Tasić
would cure our child.
After we came back to Banja Luka Darko was taken to hospital
“Paprikovac” for tests. His head was X-raid and according the latest and
X ray Dr. Stanković said that therapy (“tegretol pills”) could be stopped
as there was no need for it anymore.
The next moment Višnja and Marinko Grujičić will remember happened
in the middle of April 2000 when their son started singing the song, as
they say in tonality “Red wine” while watching TV spot of the group
“Osvajači” .
It practically meant that he has definitely begun to speak.
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What we haven’t dreamt about is that Darko will speak normally
thanking to Dr. Tasić. He adores songs, as he hears it two three times
he remembers the lines and immediately starts to sing it. Besides he has
begun to talk he progresses in everything. The epilepsy attacks used to
be everyday completely disappeared. Due to epilepsy Darko is on the
level of five-six year old child but for less than one year he grow up five
centimeters, he started a special school, he is interested in all things and
luckily we can say that we have completely normal child- said delighted
Darko’s father, Marinko.
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Emilija Isaković
7 years old, Arilje, Cerova 272
WE CAME HERE FOR THE LAST HOPE
Ivana Isaković from Arilje, mother of little girl Emilija talks about
unhappy experience that took her to Dr. Tasić.
•

The first time we came on 6th October, 1997. Emilija was born with
a tumor on left eye nerve itself. She had three operations on the
Neuro-surgery clinics in Belgrade. Each time tumor was removed
as much as it was possible but it always grew after the operation.
They suggested us the third operation as radical one. Elimination
of eye nerve whereby the eye should remain but without function.
Then I heard for Dr. Tasić. After the first treatment from five days
the tumor was reduced on a half of the size that has already
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better.

grown to a critical limits. It was 9.53 mm and critical limit is 10
mm where is the critical possibility of burst. After the second
treatment unfortunately we didn’t succeed to film an eye as time
was short to arrange the tests. After the third treatment tumor was
not there anymore. The first time I came here I was afraid as I
was faced with alternative medicine for the first time. Having a
fear because of a child I always wander what it is as I saw Dr. Tasić
to work, I started crying. You can see that something physically
happened. What is it? Believe me that even after eleven treatments
I cannot answer.
Checkups show that her sight is getting better, not radically but

Emilija started to go to school. She is in the second class. She
is excellent student. She plays basketball and she is interested in other
things.
We shall continue coming to Dr. Tasic as long as we’re getting here
so much here and it is the strengths to feel all nice thing the life offers.
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Ljiljana Savić
Novi Sad, Milovana Glišića 6
SAVED FROM SCALPEL
I have long lived and worked in
Offenbach, in Germany. I felt some
problems in my stomach. I didn’t
dare to visit a doctor as I was afraid
from the worst. However on a routine
control tests by ultrasound at prof. Dr.
Ilona Lukač (14th April, 1993) it was
found that I had two myoma nodes on
a womb size 37x35mm.
I was shocked as I know that it
could be removed only by operation.
Somehow in the same time I heard
about Dr. Tasić and I decided to try as
the operation is anyway inevitable.
After eight days of therapy, little
bit strange one for me, I felt better seeing the results with other patients. In
spite of my better subjective condition Dr. Tasić has instated for another
ultrasound examination.
It was made on 3rd May, 1993 at the same doctor, where to my and
her surprise it was found that myoma disappeared even no trace.
Now after a year I had once again an ultrasound examination, as
preventive one, and everything is all right. The operation was avoided and
all my gratitude for curing me I owe to Dr. Tasić.
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Lihtler Andrej 5 years old
MUM I LOVE YOU
Our Andrej had his first attack when he was a baby. I don’t know
myself how many medical treatments we had but his condition was very
bad. Mental retardation started, four and a half years old child was on
the level of three years old child. Attacks were more often and worse so
I watched him the whole day. I lost any hope, I thought it was an end, I
was ruined physically and emotionally. I couldn’t leave Andrej alone for
a second as he used to have even 20 attacks per a day whereby some of
them lasted for 12 minutes.
I saw an article about Dr. Tasić in a magazine and I decided to look
for a medicine in traditional medicine. Luckily, I was right. The first
time we went to the “Center Dr. Tasić” in April 2002 and after the first
treatments Andrej was better what doctors have confirmed. There were no
attacks and after each treatment his condition was better and better and he
started noticing the world around him. Thanking to Dr. Tasić Andrej told
me in his five for the first time: “Mum, I love you”. That moment, many
people who have healthy children do not notice, I should remember as
long as I live”, says Andrej’s mother with tears, Jasmina Lihtler, designer
for many years in “Dijana” from Stara Pazova.
Jasmina Lihtler having experience advices others whose children
are ill, not to give up, to talk about an illness of their children frankly, not
to be shy and embarrassed because if they realize the illness they will find
a medicine.
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“I cannot understand that someone is ashamed that he has sick child
but to be ashamed that he looked for a medicine in traditional medicine. I
really cannot understand people who were helped by traditional medicine
and they remained silent about that. It is necessary to talk about that
because maybe you can help someone else’s child to be healed”, concludes
Jasmina Lihtler “as there is no such happiness when you can see your
child happy because it was returned what belongs it – happy childhood”.
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Balša Slijepović 12 years,Monte Negro

I’m mother of Balša Slijepović
- Balša couldn’t see on his right eye. When he was two and half months
old we went at the Russians and in Belgrade. They all told us that
operation couldn’t be done, as it would make it worse i.e. it would cause
eye stricture. Six month ago we heard for doctor, and we started coming
in March. After first therapy that lasted for three days Balša could see the
light of a lighter. We continue the therapy and now Balša even can see the
light of television, as he says, and today he guessed the number of fingers
the doctor showed him.
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Andrija Čilikne
Andrija is six years old. We have been coming to the doctor for
one year. Andrej had epilepsy attacks, sometimes 20 per a day. It was
terrible. He lagged behind the other children in psychology development.
His psychology level was of the age of three and he was four and a half.
As we came to Dr. Tasić, the attacks were reduced first, what was very
important for us, a child began to talk, to make sentences, to make
contacts, he expressed his will for normal development. He began to
understand questions; he went out of his own world. We, as parents, are
very satisfied.
We have learned about Dr. Tasić from a newspaper. I think that
all parents having same or similar problem should contact Dr. Tasić
and ask him if anything can be done or not. I’m very satisfied with the
improvements as my child can partially dress himself, not quite alone
but mostly he satisfies all his needs alone. He recognizes animals and we
haven’t started with colors yet.
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Coming to Dr. Tasić for a year means to me a lot as well as I can
see to Andrija, what is the most important thing.
First time I read about Dr. Tasić I cried, as I couldn’t believe that
someone can help my child. For some two years before he had changed
about eleven medicines within a year. His body was in chaos, he was
extremely nervous, he couldn’t stand light, noise he often fell so I could
not leave him for a minute and I had to follow each step of his. Now I can
say that I can leave him in a room alone. I am grateful to people who gave
me the magazine “Profil” where I read about Dr. Tasić. I’m grateful to Dr.
Tasić that he found time and understanding for such cases. I like when I
hear and see these good people who come to Dr. Tasić wishing to help
their children
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Zoran Grujovski from Chicago
Zoran Grujovski had cyst on the brain. He had pains from brain
to face as that nerve was damaged. He couldn’t talk and eat so he lost my
weight. He had 45 kg Zoran heard for Dr. Tasić from his good friend who
had therapies at him. He phoned him and arranges the meeting. On the
first therapy after three days he had already less pain and after the second
therapy pain disappeared. Zoran went back to Chicago and had some
checkups whereby it was noticed that cyst was reduced from 5 mm to 3
mm after the second therapy. He came once again to Dr. Tasić after two
months and he had an intensive therapy twice a day. When he returned to
Chicago cyst was now less than 2 mm. Now he is coming for preventive.
The pains disappeared he feels quite well.
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Johnnie Lessiter from Chicago
Johnnie had breast cancer that spread to her bones, so called metastasis.
She was told that there is no hope for her. Johnnie heard for Dr. Tasić from
her friend Zoran who was delighted with him. Zoran took her to Novi
Sad.
She was two times on therapy. She had intensive therapy as well,
twice a day. As doctor advised her in order to prevent spreading of cancer.
She feels better and she is planning to come again. She thinks that Dr.
Tasić is wonderful. She is grateful to him; she walks better, without pain.
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Georg Trajkovski from Chicago, Illinois, USA
He was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis a year ago He had
weakness on right side. He started therapies with medication injections in
Chicago but as he came to Dr. Tasić, he says: “Dr. Tasić helped me more
than all other medications”. After taking three therapies damages on brain
were practically stopped. He feels better, He can walk a little bit better, he
hopes that he will be able to walk as he used to and to play sports.
After several therapies with Dr Tasić he believes it is possible.
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Marko Graovac, 6 years Bosnia and
Hersegovina
Marko was born on September 17, 1998
before the term with diagnosis neurotic hypotony
form.
We came to Dr. Tasic when Marko was one.
I didn’t start with therapy immediately as didn’t
believe. We started the therapy when Marko was
sixteen months old. Marko could only sit but not
stable, he rocked. He could crawl before therapy
and after the third therapy he could sit alone and
after six therapies he was able to make five to six steps alone. I want to
point out that we didn’t come on therapies regularly, as doctor has advised.
Sometimes we missed therapies for three month. After the seventh therapy
Marko has begun to walk. It was fantastic. I thought that he would never
walk that he wouldn’t be as other children of the same age.
I’m very happy that such man as Dr. Tasic exists. I’m happy that
he can help us. I am grateful to him and to God that had created
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Đorđe Simičević 10 years from Užička Požega
When Đorđe was three years old the damage of hearing of 90 dB
was diagnosed. They told us that it wasn’t getting better and he had to use
hearing apparatus.
We came to Dr. Tasic, after the first therapy Đorđe has begun to
talk first words and now even one sentence. Two and half year special
education teacher came home to teach him, but she didn’t succeed to take
out meaningful words from him.
After the first therapy the better condition is obvious he reacts on
sounds and even he flinches on loud noise.
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Dusan Mrdja 3 years,Ruma
Dušan was born before the term and he was two and a half month
in incubator. We noticed that his hearing is damaged when he was eight
months old. We noticed that he doesn’t react on our calls. After a year and
half we heard for Dr. Tasic and we started our therapies. After the second
therapy he heard the telephone ring what he couldn’t before and other
louder noises.
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Innate or karmic diseases
It is seen that it is such disease that I cannot help – says Dr. Tasić
– it is better and more honest to say: ”No, I cannot help you”, that giving
the false hope. At innate or karmic diseases therapies cannot help much
or we can’t affect them that shows that nobody can rule over life or death,
it is not in human power. Luckily there are no many of such cases. Today
as few thousands years ago human pray gods for health. But they are not
aware that keeping health and curing is in their own hand.
FBI took patient from USA to Novi Sad
During NATO bombardment the FBI agents took little Oliver
Vidaković, American citizen of Croat origin and his mother Anka from
USA to Novi Sad. All were surprised that a boy having autism from USA
came to Novi Sad, to the country they are bombing for curing. Thanking
to this patient the cooperation with medical School from New York was
started.
Lecturer on the University in Budapest
Everything alive has bioenergy. The affect of bioenergy for the
purpose of help the sick is only one of many transformations of bioenergy,
says Dr. Tasić who is a lecturer on the University for complementary
medicine in Budapest from October 1, 2002. A man is so real as much as
energy he has, says he.
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- Dobrić Marina is twelve years old and she had damaged hearing
for 100 dB. She goes to a special school for children with damaged
hearing.
After only four therapies at Dr. Tasić a miracle happened. Her
hearing got better, she’s begun to hear a little, and she couldn’t hear
anything before. The checkups at her doctor by audiogram showed that
her hearing improved for 20 dB.
Happy Marina continues her therapies in order her hearing gets
better and better.
----------------------------------------------------Mirjana Kovačević, five years old little girl from Banja Luka was
different from other children of the same age. That beautiful little girl was
completely bald. She suffered from a disease called “Alopecia totales”
Treatment at Dr. Tasić showed the obvious results after one month
of curing. Little hairs first on her eyebrow started coming out timidly.
With further therapies her hair will grow and she will have normal hair as
all other children, she is very happy because of it.
----------------------------------------------------Ljubomir Pandžić suffers almost for years from rheumatic
arthritis. Ankles, knees and wrists of both hands were endemic and painful.
Everyday pains and stiffness of hand and legs, hard walk forced him to
use a stick.
After 6 days of therapy in the Center “Dr. Tasić” his walking is
noticeable better, without a stick, growth on wrist has disappeared. He has
even little begun to run.
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For years Ljubinka Ivanišević suffered from “multiplex sclerosis”.
Last two years she walked difficult always with a stick.
Eight days of therapy at Dr. Tasić have given obvious results. For
the first time after two years she had stood alone and made first steps.
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Mirja Bačić is 6,5 years old, Croatia
Mirja and she has retarded psychomotor (RPM) development. Due to the
retarded psychomotor development her speech hasn’t developed as well
as fine motor actions. The cells that are not developed are those where the
center for speech is placed. EEG showed that the source cause is in brain.
In order to prevent epilepsy attacks her doctor prescribed the therapy with
TEGRETOL 200 mg two times half of a pill. It is assumed that a disease
was caused by umbilical cord around her neck at delivery.
After each treatment at Dr. Tasić the improvement was noticed
and supported with new medical findings. Each following EEG was better
and a doctor that took care of little Mirja, stopped TEGRETOL pills. She
has begun pronouncing words, motor function is better and she develops
better every day.
The prognosis was that Mirja should go to a special school for
retarded children. But thanking to the therapies of Dr. Tasić Mirja has
learnt twenty letters and she attends the regular school but with special
program.
We shall continue the therapies at Dr. Tasić, as we have known that
a recover cannot be so quick, it takes time and we are sure that she will
be healed.
We should admit the great importance and part of Dr. Tasić.
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Milana Šukunda, two and a half years old, one year suffers from
obstructive bronchitis that threatens to be developed into asthma. Two
month ago she started using a pump for asthmatics, inhaler for a year.
After the first therapy she had no attack of oppression, pump is not
used any more and the use of inhaler is restricted. After second therapy
inhaler is not used any more and she hasn’t used any medicine till today,
September 9, 2003. There are no previous symptoms, she is well, and she
sleeps, eats, runs and plays, without any problems.
--------------------------------------------------------Mateo Prlić is from Dubrovnik, he is eight. He suffers from
epilepsy since his birth. Occasionally he has weak attacks without faint
and due to that Mateo doesn’t speak yet. Each attack caused new problems,
nervousness and depression.
After eight days of therapy at Dr. Tasić Mateo falls asleep easier
and wakes up as well. There are no attacks any more, he is not nervous,
he is more calm. He speaks but not well, he pronounces only some of the
words.
--------------------------------------------------------Elvira Milić from Veternik, Novi Sad had problems with cysts on
ovulum for thirteen years.
She came at Dr, Tasić with a cyst 9 cm size which was reduced
after five days of therapy to five centimeters and after the tenth day cyst
was not there any more what was confirmed by doctor’s findings.
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Traditional forms of curing used in numerous therapy
techniques (bioenergy, shiatsu, acupressure, chiropractics,
phytotheraphy, acupuncture) justified the need of their application,
and as such World Health Organization (“WHO”) have recognized
them since 1976. Therefore, the increasing influence and reputation of the
new approach to human health, whose milestone is in energetic concept of
medical science is officially admitted. This approach covers a wide range
of actions, as the preventive or curing and within what the significant role
and recognition belongs to biotherapy or healing.
Biotherapy – psychoenergytheraphy in cooperation with classical
forms of rehabilitation removes numerous diseases and health problems.

21000 Novi Sad, Branka Ćopića 1
phone/fax: +381 (21) 400-970, 403-239
www.drtasic.com
centar@drtasic.com
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